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About This Game

Classic gameplay. New experience.
Panzer Corps Wehrmacht is the award-winning turn-based strategy game that the press has called “…nothing short of
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This game is a classic hex war game. This is basically THE one to get. Have played many of the add on campaigns and had lots
of fun with it. I seem to pick this up hard for a couple weeks or months and then let it sit. It is easy to pick back up even after a
year or more on hiatus. I will eventually get through the entire war, but that will probably take a lifetime.. This game is a classic
hex war game. This is basically THE one to get. Have played many of the add on campaigns and had lots of fun with it. I seem
to pick this up hard for a couple weeks or months and then let it sit. It is easy to pick back up even after a year or more on
hiatus. I will eventually get through the entire war, but that will probably take a lifetime.

Panzer Corps 2 gets a Steam page! : As we get ready for today's gameplay reveal stream [slitherine.com] , we are publishing the
new product page for Panzer Corps 2 . Check it out: it contains new artwork, new screenshots and a full product description! It
is live on Steam , so wishlist it now! Later today we are going to show you for the first time ever over 30 minutes of gameplay,
live on Twitch [www.twitch.tv] . Don't miss it! It will be your chance to speak with Alex Shargin, lead designer of the Panzer
Corps series, and ask him anything you would like to know.. How is the Panzer Corps Tournament going? : Several months ago
the biggest tournament ever for Panzer Corps started. It's a massive event, both in terms of number of players and length. More
than 100 wargamers all around the world are taking part, and it is in fact the biggest Slitherine tournament ever. It's going to
take all of 2018 before a champion emerges. and we'll know that he'll be the real, true Panzer Corps master! But let's take a look
at how the tournament is going, shall we? 71 players have already been eliminated, and the 48 players who are still in mean
serious business! Glory and honour to those who have fallen, but our eyes are all on the survivors. Who will be the last man
standing? Want to find out? You can follow the tournament on its official thread [www.slitherine.com] !. Panzer Corps: U.S.
Corps new screenshots! : As the development of the U.S. Corps DLCs continues, we have some new screenshots to show you,
one for each DLC! U.S. Corps 42 , U.S. Corps 43 and U.S. Corps 44-45 are an innovative set of DLCs for Panzer Corps, and
they follow the whole western front of WW2 from the american perspective with a unique carryover system between three
different campaigns! Fighting in Tunisia (1942) We have reached the Gulf of Naples! (1943) Assaulting a beach in Normandy!
(1944) Follow your war veterans throughout four years of warfare! The DLCs are scheduled to be released in late May, so be
sure to stay tuned for more news. More information on each individual DLC can be found here: Panzer Corps: U.S. Corps '42
[www.slitherine.com] Panzer Corps: U.S. Corps '43 [www.slitherine.com] Panzer Corps: U.S. Corps '44-'45
[www.slitherine.com]. Panzer Corps: Soviet Corps Teaser Trailer has been revealed! : Panzer Corps, the revolutionary turn-
based wargame, is ready to strike back with a new exciting chapter! In Soviet Corps, you will fight with the Red Army, from the
brink of its collapse to the final victory, through an epic and tough, branching campaign! Counterattack whenever you spot a
weak point, withdraw tactically to preserve your forces, and as soon you gained superiority force the enemy to retreat! Take a
look at the trailer below and stay tuned! The game will be released on February 18th!. Panzer Corps Series Flash Sale! : Hurry
up Generals! The entire Panzer Corps franchise (base game, expansions and DLCs) is on a big sale! You have the chance to
purchase any title in the series with a 50% of discount on Steam! The whole series has never been so cheap. For example, you
can get the full set of DLCs for only $ 19.99! Check the games: Panzer Corps Panzer Corps: Afrika Korps Panzer Corps: Allied
Corps Panzer Corps: Grand Campaign '39 Panzer Corps Grand Campaign '40 Panzer Corps Grand Campaign '41 Panzer Corps
Grand Campaign '42 Panzer Corps Grand Campaign '42-'43 Panzer Corps Grand Campaign '43 Panzer Corps Grand Campaign
'44 East Panzer Corps Grand Campaign '44 West Panzer Corps Grand Campaign '45 East Panzer Corps Grand Campaign '45
West Panzer Corps: Complete Grand Campaign 1939-1945
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